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What makes the iPhone 4s historically 
significant?

● Last phone designed by Steve Jobs before his death
● Sold 4 million phones 3 days from launch
● Introduced Siri (The S stands for “Siri”)
● First time Apple used a letter (‘S’) to represent a new model



Report Summary
The iPhone 4s was a cutting edge model at the forefront of Apple 

products. This was the last phone that Steve Jobs designed before his death. 
The iPhone 4s improved upon many aspects of the previous version. The 
system-on-a-chip was upgraded to the A5 chip. Which improved the 
performance of the iPhone 4s in comparison to the previous model. The 
camera was upgraded to a retina display which enhanced the resolution and 
recording capabilities of the phone. One of the more important innovations of 
the iPhone 4s was Siri the digital assistant. Siri was notable for being a 
commercial application of machine learning and voice recognition. The iPhone 
4s in many ways was a major advancement in consumer mobile technology. 



Locations used for planning or scenes
Student Activity Center

1st floor



Outside Frey hall



Spreadsheet: detailing script, turn-in dates, etc... 



How the video re-enactment was made:
Our group opted to do a video re-enactment of the iPhone 4s ad with most 

communication taking place on the GroupMe mobile app. At first, there was some 
debate on which ad to recreate with opinions divided between a 5 minute ad and 30 
second ad. Our group decided on the shorter ad, because of the 2 minute time 
constraint. Next we planned out the making of the video re-enactment. Qianzhu Wu 
came up with the script, locations and clothes that would be needed. Then that info was 
shared on the group spreadsheet that Mark Paddy made. Members elected to do various 
scenes based on who had the clothes to do the scene.  (continued)



Re-enactment process (continued):

Scenes (1,4,8) were shot by Somi Bang and Jin Park. While the rest of the 
scenes were shot by either Lubaba Reza and/or Qianzhu Wu. The clothes not 
provided by the actor/actress were provided by Lubaba Reza. The video was 
compiled and edited by Qianzhu Wu. 



iPhone 4s ad re-enactment:

https://drive.google.com/a/stonybrook.edu/file/d/1bpHU__hKrUdlcMr
3sxkCwI4lLDDJ-sx7/view?usp=drivesdk
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